Abstract. The aim of the present paper is to establish some nonlinear integral inequalities in two independent variables which provide explicit bounds on unknown functions. The inequalities given here can be used as tools in the qualitative theory of certain partial differential equations.
Introduction
The integral inequalities involving functions of one and more than one independent variables which provide explicit bounds on unknown functions play a fundamental role in the development of the theory of differential equations. [8] in the year 1919,and is the prototype for the study of several integral inequalities of Volterra type, and also for obtaining explicit bounds of the unknown function. Among the several publications on this subject, the paper of Bellman [3] It is clear that Bellman result contains that of Gronwall.This is the reason why inequalities of this type were called "Gronwall-Bellman inequalities" or "Inequalities of Gronwall type". The Gronwall type integral inequalities provide a necessary tool for the study of the theory of differential equations, integral equations and inequalities of various types(see Gronwall [8] and Guiliano [9] ).Some applications of this result to the study of stability of the solution of linear and nonlinear differential equations may be found in Bellman [3] . Some applications to existence and uniqueness theory of differential equations my be found in Nemyckii-Stepanov [13] , Bihari [4] ,and Langenhop [10] . During the past few years several authors (see references below and some of the inequalities cited therein) have established several Gronwall type integral inequalities in two or more independent real variables. Ofcourse,such results have applications in the theory of partial differential equations and Volterra integral equations. In [14] ,Pachpatte proved the following interesting integral inequality:
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3) with respect to x , we observe that
The last estimate reduces to the inequality 
, where 
which canbe rewritten as
From the Lemma 2.1, the previous inequality yields
are defined as in (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) respectively.Then using (2.15) in (2.14), we get the required inequality (2.9). The proof of Theorem 2.6 part (i) ,(j),(k) and (l) is the same as proof of Theorem 2.4 by following the same steps and using Lemma 2.5 with suitable modifications.
